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1. Introduction. Let X and B denote topological spaces. By a
topological submersion ir: X—*B, we understand a continuous map of
X onto B which admits local cross-sections. With such a map one can
associate an exact homology sequence
(1.1)

> Hq(X) -> Hq(B) -> HU(X)

-* Hq^(X)

-> • • •

in which the terms Hq(X), Hq(B) are singular integral homology
groups and the terms IT^X) certain "residual homology groups" to
be defined. We shall examine two special cases for which the residual
groups can be identified with ordinary homology groups. The first
result is as follows.
T H E O R E M 1. When it is the projection of an oriented k-sphere bundle,
there exist canonical isomorphisms ITa(X) ^Hq^h(B) by which (1.1) is
reduced to the Thom-Gysin sequence.

As our second example we consider the case where TT is a differentiable submersion (in the usual sense) of codimension 1. Thus we
assume that X, B are C°°-manifolds of dimensions n + 1 and n, respectively, and that TT is a regular differentiate map. Such a submersion
is orientable if the induced line element field on X is orientable, and w
will be called simple if w~l(b) is connected for all bÇEB.
T H E O R E M 2. When TT is a simple oriented submersion of codimension
1, there exist canonical isomorphisms Hra(X)^Hq^.i(U)i
where U denotes the set of all bÇ~B such that T"1^) is compact. Thus (1.1) reduces
to an exact sequence

> Hq(X) -+ Hq(B) -> Hq^(U)

-> tffl-i(X) - > • . < .

Among the consequences which ensue from this result, we mention
the following
1. Let2 T: EZ-*B be a simple submersion of codimension
1. Then B must be S2 or E2, depending on whether there does or does not
exist a point b€zB such that w1^) is compact.
COROLLARY

COROLLARY
1
2

2. If 7r:En+1—>Sn is a simple submersion, then n = 2.
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{For n = 2 such a submersion can be obtained from the Hopf fibration
S 3 -»S 2 .)
2. The exact sequence. Given a topological submersion w: X-+B,
let Cr{X) denote the kernel of the induced homomorphism
7T#: C{X)-*C{B) connecting the singular integral chain complexes,
and let Ce(X) denote the quotient of C(X) by Cr(X). One has thus a
short exact sequence
0 -> C\X) 4 C(X) Â Ce{X) -> 0,
and this gives an exact sequence
r

(2.1)

CC*

Bik

a

y

r

• Hq{X) -> Hq{X) !-* Hq{X) -4 Hq„t(X)

connecting the corresponding homology groups. One also obtains a
chain monomorphism we: C6{X)-^C{B) such that 7re/3 = 7?> We will
prove
LEMMA

A. 7re induces isomorphisms w%: Hea(X) ^Hq{B)for

all q.

Let z£:Ctt(X) be a cycle such that 7re(z)=dc for some cE.Cq+i(B).
The existence of local cross-sections s: B—*X implies that the barycentric subdivision Sdnc admits a lifting cÇzCq+i(X) for n sufficiently
large. Thus we have w#(c) = Sdnc, and consequently iredfi(c)—ireSdnz.
Since IT6 is injective, this gives s ~ 0 , proving that ir% is injective. Surjectivity follows by a similar argument.
This result permits us to rewrite (2.1) as an exact sequence
> Hq(X) -+ Hq(X) -> Hq{B) -> fl«-i(X) -» • • •
where ô=7(7r*)"~1.
3. Sphere bundles* Now let TT: X—*B be the projection of an oriented è-sphere bundle £. Moreover, we suppose that £ is imbedded in
a vector bundle p: E—>Bt so that X may be identified with a subspace
ÊC.E (space of "unit vectors")- We propose to construct homomorphisms <j> : Hl^1(È)-^Hq{Et
È) making the following diagram commute,
> Hg(È)%Hq(E)
(3.1)

Hq{B)

Hq(È)^Heq(È)

£ Hq(E, È)^Hq^{È)

4>

a*

H^(E) -> H^Ê)

-> . . .
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where i*, j * are induced by inclusion maps and d is the boundary
operator. Since the horizontal lines in (3.1) are exact, it will follow by
the 5-lemma that <f> is an isomorphism.
Let s: B-^E denote the zero cross-section, and r: C(E)—>C(E) the
chain homomorphism induced by sp. There now exists an obvious
chain homotopy D: l ~ r . More precisely, for q^O and or: Aq—*E a
singular simplex, let P0: AqXl-*E denote the singular prism defined
by P<r(x, t)~{l—t)(T(x). By the usual construction this gives homomorphisms Dq: Cq(E)-+Cq+i(E) such that
(3.2)
dD + Dd = r - 1.
r
Consider d: C (È)-+C(E, È) defined by d=jDa. Since C r (Ê)Ckerr,
(3.2) gives dd = —dd, so that d is an "antihomomorphism" of degree
+ 1. It consequently induces homomorphisms 0: HTa^l(È)-^Hq(Et £).
To establish commutativity of (3.1), one first observes that
7rij3*==£*i*, leaving
(3.3)
y*/>* = 05,
(3.4)
d<t> = a *
to be verified. Consider an element hÇzHq(B). Since w=p\ È admits
local cross-sections, one can choose a representative cycle 2= ]Ca*,<r»* °f
h such that each singular simplex cr» admits a lifting ai to È. Setting
2= 5^a$-5< one obtains a "residual" cycle dzÇzCi-i(Ê) representing
8(h). Mapping dz to Cq(E> È) by d gives a cycle z' representing <f>h(h).
One sees by a short calculation that z'~s#(z) (where sf. C(B)
—>C(E, È) denotes the chain map induced by s), and this proves
(3.3). The verification of (3.4) is also easy, and one thus obtains
B. There exist isomorphisms cj>: Hra_x(È) «J7fl(E, È) satisfying (3.3) and (3.4).
LEMMA

Setting Q=$0, where 4>: Hq(E, È)-+Hq-.k-i(B) denotes the Thorn
isomorphism, one has
> Ha(E) -> Hq(B) -* Fa_*_1(JB) ^ H^E) -+ • • •
= t
=t
ÎQ
Î =
> Hq(E) -+ Hq(B) -> Hq^(E) -> Hq^(E) -> • • •
where 1 i r =$;*^J 1 and p = d$~x. Conditions (3.3) and (3.4) imply
commutativity. Moreover, the top line gives the Thom-Gysin sequence8 of £.
•SeeSpanier [21, p. 260].
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4. Submersions of codimension 1, Let ir: X-*B denote a simple
submersion of codimension 1. We set È = T~1(U) and consider the
exact sequence
(4.1)

> H[(E) - » Hrq(X) -» H\{X, E) -» H[-i(E) - * • • •

connecting the residual homology groups. As a special case of a theorem established in [ l ] , we obtain
LEMMA

C. ira(X, Ê) = 0for all q.

The idea of the proof is this: Every residual cycle zÇzCa(x) can be
written in the form s = 2£a»(o"<—o*/) with 7ro\- = 7r<r/. One can now
define singular prisms Pi:AqXl-*X
connecting <n and o*/ such that
irPi(x, t)=ir<Xi(x) for all (x, t). A suitably defined "triangulation" of
Pi will yield residual chains JD,-£ÇJ + 1 (-X"). We can define chains Ddi
by the formula dDi+Ddi — Vi—cr't and thus obtain zr^^aJDdi.
It
can be shown that ^diDdt"^0
mod È.
By Lemma C and exactness of (4.1) we have isomorphisms
iîJ(Ê) œETa(X). On the other hand, TT\ È is the projection of a 1-sphere
bundle over U. Hence Hl(È) »i7g_i(C7) by Theorem 1, and this
establishes Theorem 2.
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